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There are 50 locally-based chapters worldwide serving as the most cost-effective, convenient and accessible channel to CoreNet Global programmes and benefits, including education and networking.

Every member is assigned to the nearest chapter or chapter of choice upon joining CoreNet Global.

The Central Europe Chapter promotes networking and serve as a forum for members to meet and hear experts speak on topics affecting the industry. These networking opportunities are developed by each local chapter board, ensuring alignment with the mission and goals of CoreNet Global. Visit www.corentglobal.org/People to select and learn more about your local chapter, the volunteer leaders and activities.

Members can enjoy many local, regional and global programmes and services, such as:

**REGIONAL SUMMIT**
The annual CoreNet Global European Summit is a well-established, highly-rated event held in the autumn in a major city, where corporate real estate professionals meet to network, learn and debate latest industry trends.

**LEARNING PROGRAMMES**
Face-to-face and virtual seminars leading to the prestigious Master of Corporate Real Estate (MCR) designation are delivered across EMEA, providing individuals and companies with the tools to achieve professional advancement and competitive advantage. New opportunities for learning include: CoRE Fundamental courses providing a competency-based, functional foundation for people who need to understand the corporate real estate industry; and Webinars with subject matter experts on corporate real estate issues such as management, leadership, workplace and sustainability.

**CHAPTER SYMPOSIA**
Developed by the local chapter board, one-day Symposiums offer networking opportunities and an education programme focused on local issues.

**DISCOVERY FORUMS**
Held periodically around the region, these invitation-only forums provide the opportunity for peers to debate key occupancy issues and business trends.

**AWARDS**
The Global Awards Programme recognises the excellence of individuals and their organisations. Participation also gives members an opportunity to share best practices and innovation and to add to the industry knowledge base.

**COMMUNITIES**
Three Global communities of practice (Workplace, Sustainability and Strategy and Portfolio Planning) enable members to network, exchange ideas, solve problems, and gain access to expertise and innovative systems for the strategic management of business and corporate real estate.

**PUBLICATIONS**
The Leader magazine, in print or digitally, provides the most current and thought-provoking views on corporate real estate and workplace issues; Industry Tracker spotlights people, practices and trends that influence change in corporate real estate, commercial real estate and economic development; and Research Reports are available to members via the Knowledge Center Online.

**CAREER SERVICES**
This online service benefits job seekers as well as employers through regional listings and by providing access to professional resources from highly qualified career directors around the world.

**MEMBER SUPPORT**
Dedicated regional staff are on hand to provide assistance with membership issues and advice on member benefits.

**CoreNet Global provides individuals and companies with the tools to achieve professional advancement and competitive advantage**
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